Cloud Services

Salient CRGT Offers a Full Range of Cloud Services to Support, Advance, and Transform Your Mission
▶ Cloud service architecture
▶ End-to-end cloud service orchestration
▶ Cloud enablement services

▶ Cloud Application Migration
▶ Cloud Security

We offer our clients a secure and rapid path to cloud operations. As a leading cloud systems integrator, we focus on
delivering customer value and mission success through best-fit determination. We engage agencies as a trusted partner
to facilitate mission service transformation bringing a new level of value, agility and security to cloud operations. As the
government accelerates cloud adoption, Salient CRGT has delivered innovative solutions and partnered with best of
breed software providers to assist our clients’ transition to this new operational paradigm.

What We Do

There are many options for government agencies when it comes to cloud services. Salient CRGT offers an accelerated
path for clients to reach a cloud-enabled future. Salient CRGT’s secure cloud architecture designs, cloud management
services and cloud migration methods are tailored specifically for our public sector clients. Our suite of service offerings
focuses on securing agency information and adherence to FISMA, FedRAMP, DoD SRG, and HIPAA compliance
requirements. Our cloud service practice gives clients a range of benefits, from processes to tools, which result in lower
costs, higher security, increased automation, and improved performance.
As long-time federal partners, we understand that each agency requires a customized cloud solution. Our cloud service
enablement capabilities are key aspects Salient CRGT can offer agencies to reduce risk and mitigate many of the
challenges seen when moving applications and service workloads to cloud operations. Salient CRGT can facilitate
service integration engagements with application owners to help define the integration standards for stakeholders
around both technology, and business processes. Our cloud enablement services are designed to address application
and workload operations within various deployment scenarios whether on premises, external cloud provider, or a hybrid
approach.
▶ Cloud Application Migration and Transformation: Analysis of applications, business processes, and development
methods to create a detailed list of recommendations and implementation steps to construct innovative cloud
services
▶ Cloud Service Management: Provide SLA management, chargeback/showback, end-to-end service orchestration,
real-time analytics, multi-cloud service provisioning, and anything-as-a-service designs
▶ Cybersecurity of Cloud Operations: Security in-depth designs and deep visibility into data use, data encryption,
threat intelligence, and security compliance services
▶ Cloud Architecture Design: Highly scalable cloud and hybrid cloud architecture designs that meet FISMA,
FedRAMP, and DoD SRG guidance

Who We Serve

Salient CRGT delivers IT cloud services to clients across the Federal space. We specialize in mission-oriented cloud
solutions for the Department of Defense, Federal Civilian operations, Intelligence Community and specialty areas such as
healthcare.
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